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Open University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, Sexuality, Sexual Health and Ageing, Merryn Gott, "I
particularly valued the way in which, from the very beginning of
the book, the author highlights 'difference and diversity' in
relation to sexuality and later life and cautions against the
tendency to homogenise or 'mythologise' older people. This is
essential knowledge for anyone who works with older people.
The 'voices' of a range of older people which are incorporated
into the discussion, particularly in Section Two, reinforce the
very real heterogeneity and complexities that exist." Practice:
Social Work in Action What factors underpin dominant
understandings of later life sexuality? How do older people
experience and prioritise sexuality and sexual health? What
sexual health issues are relevant to older people and how are
these addressed by health care professionals? This is the first
book to integrate theoretical insights into sexuality, sexual
health and ageing, with research findings from studies
conducted with older people and the professionals that work
with them. The book is split into three sections. In the first section
stereotypes that typify contemporary understandings of
sexuality and ageing are explored, particularly the 'myth of
asexual old age' and the more recent stereotype...
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This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again
again in the future. Its been printed in an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only a er i finished reading this
publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andr es B a shir ia n-- Andr es B a shir ia n

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading
through. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- La cy Goldner-- La cy Goldner
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